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Abstract
An increasing number of people are using the Internet in their daily life. Indeed, more
than 40% of the world population have access to the Internet, while Facebook (one of the
top social network on the web) is actively used by more than 1.3 billion users each day.
This huge amount of customers creates an abundance of user data containing personal
information. These data are becoming valuable to companies and used in various ways to
enrich user experience or increase revenue.
This has led many citizens and politicians to be concerned about their privacy on the
Internet to such an extent that the European Union issued a "Right to be Forgotten"
ruling, reflecting the desire of many individuals to restrict the use of their information.
As a result, many online companies pledged to collect or share user data anonymously.
However, anonymisation is not enough and makes no sense in many cases. For example,
an MIT graduate was able to easily re-identify the private medical data of Governor
William Weld of Massachusetts from supposedly anonymous records released by the Group
Insurance Commission. All she did was to link the insurance data with the publicly
available voter registration list and some background knowledge.
Those shortcomings have led to the development of a more rigorous mathematical
framework for privacy: Differential privacy. Its main characteristic is to bound the
information one can gain from released data, no matter what side information they have
available.
In this thesis, we present differentially private algorithms for the multi-armed bandit
problem. This is a well known multi-round game, that originally stemmed from clinical
trials applications and is now one promising solution to enrich user experience in the
booming online advertising and recommendation systems. However, as recommendation
systems are inherently based on user data, there is always some private information
leakage. In our work, we show how to minimise this privacy loss, while maintaining the
effectiveness of such algorithms. In addition, we show how one can take advantage of
the correlation structure inherent in a user graph such as the one arising from a social
network.
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Part I
Extended summary

Chapter 1
Introduction
The Digital Revolution spurred by computers and the Internet is now giving place to a
4th industrial revolution mainly driven by Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
(Schwab 2016).
The main characteristic of this revolution is emphasized by its scale. For example, in
the second quarter of 2017, Facebook hit more than 1.3 billion daily active users; Amazon
net sales reached 136 billion USD and Netflix has more than 103 million subscribers
(Statista 2017). This has led to a huge amount of data, creating new opportunities for
companies to both improve their revenue and increase the satisfaction of their customers.
One of the most widely used opportunity is to heavily customize the browsing experience
for returning customers by recommending items they will like. For example, Amazon
deploys a recommendation system to suggest interesting products to buy; Netflix lists
movies that users would like to watch and Facebook displays advertisements that would
be useful to read.
For recommendations to be effective, one needs to have a great understanding of user’s
preferences. A video games enthusiast might be presented with products and devices that
will improve his gaming experience, while someone learning a new programming language
might see book suggestions. But it is particularly important to also take into account the
current needs of a user. So, it is useless to propose the new FIFA 18 1 to a gamer while
he/she is just looking for tools to fix his broken PlayStation 4 2.
Apart from having accurate recommendations, one of the main challenges is how long it
takes to display relevant suggestions. Indeed, we want to decrease the number of pages the
user visits and the time he/she spends browsing before getting useful recommendations for
fear of losing him/her. If we knew the user’s immediate needs, we would just recommend
the best products. But we are uncertain about their needs and as a result, have to explore.
And we cannot explore too much either as the time is limited.
One of the well studied mathematical frameworks to solve this dilemma is the multi-
armed bandit. According to Wikipedia 2017, “The multi-armed bandit problem is the
1FIFA 18 is a football simulation video game developed and published by Electronic Arts.
2PlayStation 4 (PS4) is a home video console that is used as a device to play games on. FIFA 18 is
one of the games that can be played on the PS4.
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problem a gambler faces at a row of slot machines when deciding which machines to play,
how many times to play each machine and in which order to play them. When played,
each machine provides a random reward from a distribution specific to that machine. The
objective of the gambler is to maximize the sum of rewards earned through a sequence
of lever pulls.” For the case of products recommendation, it means that each time a
user requests a web page view, we display one set of products out of K possible choices.
Then, the user sends his/her feedback: by clicking a link; by buying or rating the product
recommended; or by making a new search query. Next, we proceed either to another
user or to the next page view of this user. Our goal here could be to improve the overall
click-through rate, the amount of sales generated or the time spent on the website.
However, the feedback provided by users can carry private information. For example,
in experimental clinical trials, it could be used to know if a user has a particular disease.
Someone clicking on an advertisement to solve alcoholic addictions is indicating his
medical condition that might be used by an insurance company against him. A woman
suddenly purchasing a set of products following a specific pattern could indicate that she
is pregnant. Target, a US discount store, used clues such as vitamin supplements, large
quantities of lotion, and hand sanitizers, typical to many pregnant women to predict a
girl pregnancy even before her father knew about it (Forbes 2012).
The previous examples show that users face serious privacy breaches by the companies
collecting their feedbacks. These breaches are made possible through two main routes: (1)
the direct revelation of sensitive personal information (2) their misuse for other purposes.
More worryingly, there is another type of privacy breach by malicious third parties (people
neither the company nor the users intended to reveal the private data to). This is done
by inferring the private information of the users with the help of record linkage. This
is possible because many companies using recommendation systems, earn money by
releasing some information about their users. Although this information alone is not
enough to breach privacy, armed with some moderate side information a malicious person
can learn the private data of a specific user. For example, if you make an advertisement
campaign on Facebook, it will disclose the number of people who have clicked on your
advertisement as well as their demographic and other statistics. Based on that, (Korolova
2010) was able to detect the age of a specific user who had explicitly configured it to be
hidden. Amazon lists the reviews of users publicly and products’ recommendations are
also publicly available. Armed with that information, (Calandrino et al. 2011) was able
to infer what a specific user bought on a specific day even when this user did not make
any review (or public comment) for his buy. All those attacks were passive and could be
performed by any user on the Internet.
Many solutions have been proposed to solve this privacy issue. The first and most
used one is data anonymisation. Given a dataset consisting of a list of fields for each
individual, anonymisation encrypts or removes fields containing personally identifiable
information (PII) before releasing the dataset to the public 3. However, it is easy to
cross-reference this anonymised data with other sources and de-anonymise it. An obvious
example is a famous case where the private medical records of Governor William Weld of
Massachusetts were identified in supposedly anonymous records released by the Group
3Anonymisation can also be applied when collecting the data for internal use or in all cases where
someone needs to access it.
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Insurance Commission (Ohm 2009). Also, by themselves, some fields may not be PII,
but combined with other non-PII fields they can identify a user. K-anonymity (Sweeney
2002) tries to solve this problem by changing fields such that the information for each
person contained in the release cannot be distinguished from at least K − 1 individuals
with respect to the PII-fields. But this still does not prevent the de-anonymization issue
(See Machanavajjhala et al. 2007 for example attacks). Aggregation which released a
single statistic, averaged over many users, is another technique believed to protect privacy.
But as demonstrated by the Facebook attack mentioned earlier, aggregation alone is not
enough to prevent third parties from inferring users’ data. The main issue in all those
techniques is that they are implicitly or explicitly restricting the side information that
a third party can get. As soon as someone has more side information, they can breach
those techniques.
This is what motivated the development of another framework for formalizing privacy:
Differential Privacy (DP) (Dwork 2006). DP is a property that provides privacy guarantees
for data release no matter what side information is available to a third party. It provides
an upper bound on the information a third party can gain about the data after the release.
We will now give an example algorithm that satisfies the DP property. To answer the
question: “Did you vote for Trump?”, a coin is flipped in secret. If it is heads, the true
answer is given otherwise one answers randomly. This means that no matter how powerful
a third party is, they will not know if a user actually voted for Trump.
In order for any algorithm to be differentially private, it has to be randomized. So,
noise is inherent to DP; otherwise, there is always some side information that could lead
to total privacy loss. The more noise is added, the more private we are. However, the
amount of noise could affect the usefulness of the data released. For example, we still
want a recommendation to be useful to users and if the algorithm is based on a version of
the feedback too noisy it might affect the accuracy. This is the main goal of this thesis.
How can we simultaneously achieve strong privacy guarantees while still recommending
very accurate choices for sequential decision problems?
Main contributions. Our main contribution is the development of multi-armed bandit
algorithms whose choices are more optimal while achieving a given privacy loss. We
derived formal bounds that improved on previous results, for both the optimality and
privacy of our algorithms.
Thesis outline. In Chapter 2, we formally define multi-armed bandits and differential
privacy, then we introduce the necessary background that will help understand the
remaining of this thesis.
In Chapter 3, we summarize the contributions of this thesis. Section 3.1 discusses the
algorithms we introduced in the stochastic multi-armed bandit that improves on the regret
for a given privacy level. Section 3.2 demonstrates that one can reuse the inherent noise
in existing adversarial multi-armed bandits algorithms to achieve difference privacy. In
section 3.3, we present algorithms demonstrating that knowing some correlation between
users can improve the recommendations made by a multi-armed bandit algorithms. This
raises an important question about how privacy can be achieved with respect to such
correlations.
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Chapter 4 concludes the thesis and discusses some interesting future work. The
remainder of the thesis is a reprint of the full version of the three papers (Tossou,
Dimitrakakis, and Dubhashi 2017; Tossou and Dimitrakakis 2017; Tossou and Dimitrakakis
2016a) included in this work.
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we will formally define what is a multi-armed bandit problem. Then, we
will talk about the different types of bandit problems we dealt with in our work. Finally,
we will define differential privacy and explain what it means in the context of bandit
algorithms.
2.1 Multi-Armed Bandits
Formally, a bandit game is defined between an adversary and an agent as follows: there
is a set of K arms A, and at each round t, the agent plays an arm It ∈ A. Given the
choice It, the adversary grants the agent a reward rIt,t ∈ [0, 1]. Whereas the adversary
selects a reward for each arm, the agent only observes the reward of arm It, and not
that of any other arms. The goal of this agent is to maximize its total reward after T
rounds,
∑T
t=1 rIt,t. A randomized bandit algorithm Λ : (A× [0, 1])∗ → D(A) maps every
arm-reward history to a distribution over the next arms to take.
Relying on the total (cumulative) reward of an agent to evaluate its performance can
be misleading. Indeed, consider the case where an adversary gives zero as reward for all
arms at every round. The cumulative reward of the agent would look bad but no other
agents could have done better. This is why one compares the gap between the agent’s
cumulative reward and the one obtained by some hypothetical agent, called oracle, with
additional information or computational power. This gap is called the regret.
There are many variants of the oracle that are considered in the literature. The most
common variant is the fixed oracle, which always plays the best fixed arm in hindsight.
The regret R against this oracle is :
R = max
i=1,...K
T∑
t=1
ri,t −
T∑
t=1
rIt,t
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In practice, we either prove a high probability bound on R or an expected value ER with:
ER = E
[
max
i=1,...K
T∑
t=1
ri,t −
T∑
t=1
rIt,t
]
where the expectation is taken with respect to the random choices of both the agent and
adversary.
The nature of the adversary, and specifically, how the rewards are generated, determines
the nature of the game. We have two main adversaries: the stochastic and the non-
stochastic discussed below.
2.1.1 Stochastic Adversary
In the stochastic multi-armed bandit problem (Thompson 1933; Auer, Cesa-Bianchi, and
Fischer 2002), the reward obtained at round t is generated i.i.d from a distribution PIt .
More precisely, at each round t, the agent plays an arm It ∈ V and receives a reward
rt = R(Yt,It), where Yt,It : Ω→ Y is a random variable defined on some probability space
(P,Ω,Σ) and R : Y → R is a reward function.
Each arm i has mean reward µi(P ) = EP R(Yt,i). Our goal is to maximize its expected
cumulative reward after T rounds. An equivalent notion is to minimize the expected
regret against an oracle which knows P . More formally, the expected regret EpiP L of an
agent policy pi for a bandit problem P is defined as:
EpiP L = Tµ∗(P )− EpiP
T∑
t=1
rIt , (2.1.1)
where µ∗(P ) = maxi∈V µi(P ) is the mean of the optimal arm and pi(It|ht) is the policy
of the agent, defining a probability distribution on the next arm It given the history
ht = 〈I1:t−1, r1:t−1〉 of previous arms and rewards.
The main challenge in this model is that the agent does not know P , and it only
observes the reward of the arm it played. As a consequence, the agent must trade-off
exploitation (taking the apparently best arm) with exploration (trying out other arms to
assess their quality).
The Bayesian setting offers a natural way to model this uncertainty, by assuming that
the underlying probability law P is in some set P = {Pθ | θ ∈ Θ } parametrised by θ,
over which we define a prior probability distribution P. In that case, we can define the
Bayesian regret:
Epi L =
∫
Θ
EpiPθ (L) dP(θ). (2.1.2)
It is the regret the agent expects to obtain given its uncertainty about the true parameter
if it uses the policy pi to select actions.
2.1.2 Non-Stochastic Adversary
If the rewards are not generated independently and identically at each round, then we
are in the non-stochastic case. It comprises of several adversaries. The fully oblivious
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adversary (Audibert and Bubeck 2010) generates the rewards independently at round t
but not necessarily identically from a distribution PIt,t. There is also the more general
oblivious adversary (Auer, Cesa-Bianchi, Freund, et al. 2003) whose only constraint is to
generate the reward rIt,t as a function of the current action It only, i.e. ignoring previous
actions and rewards. Furthermore we have the stronger m-bounded memory adaptive
adversary (Cesa-Bianchi, Dekel, and Shamir 2013; Merhav et al. 2002; Dekel, Tewari, and
Arora 2012) who can use up to the last m rewards. The oblivious adversary is a special
case with m = 0. Another special case of this adversary is the one with switching costs,
who penalises the agent whenever he switches arms, by giving the lowest possible gain of
0 (here m = 1).
2.2 Differential privacy
The following definition (Dwork and Roth 2013) formally introduces what it means for an
algorithm to be differentially private.
Definition 2.2.1 ((, δ)-differentially private algorithm). A randomized algorithmM
with domain a dataset D is (, δ)-differentially private if for all S ⊆ Range(M) and for
all x, y ∈ D such that x and y differs in a single element:
P [M(x) ∈ S] ≤ e P [M(y) ∈ S] + δ (2.2.1)
When δ = 0, the algorithm is said to be -differentially private.
The  and δ parameters quantify the amount of privacy loss. Lower (,δ) indicate
higher privacy and consequently we will also refer to (,δ) as the privacy loss. Definition
2.2.1 means that the output of the algorithm is almost insensible to any single change
in its input sequence. This implies that whether or not we remove a single element, or
replace it, the algorithm will still produce almost the same output. Assuming that a single
element is linked to a user private data (for example his cancer status or the advertisement
he clicked), the definition preserves the privacy of that user against any third parties
looking at the output. This is the case because the choices or the participation of that
user would not almost affect the output. Equation (2.2.1) specifies how much the output
is affected by a single user.
2.2.1 Single round differentially private bandit algorithm
The following definition (from Tossou and Dimitrakakis 2016b) specifies what is meant
when we call a bandit algorithm differentially private at a single round t:
Definition 2.2.2 (Single round (, δ)-differentially private bandit algorithm). A random-
ized bandit algorithm Λ is (, δ)-differentially private at round t, if for all sequences r1:t−1
and r′1:t−1 that differs in at most one round, we have for any action subset S ⊆ A:
PΛ(It ∈ S | r1:t−1) ≤ δ + PΛ(It ∈ S | r′1:t−1)e, (2.2.2)
where PΛ denotes the probability distribution specified by the algorithm and r1:t−1 =
{r1, . . . rt−1} with rs the rewards of all arms at round s.
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This is by no means the only definition possible. One could also define a bandit
algorithm that would be differentially private not with respect to the reward sequence,
but with respect to the reward function, when the arms generate outcomes over which the
player has some preferences. The latter definition would be natural if what we wanted to
hide would be the player’s preferences. However, in our setting, we want to hide individual
rewards, as they may be connected to side information – such as patient data in the
clinical trial example.
2.2.2 Differentially private bandit algorithm
We would like Definition 2.2.2 to hold for all rounds, so as to protect the privacy of all
users. If it does for some (, δ), then we say the algorithm has per-round or instantaneous
privacy loss (, δ). Such an algorithm also has a cumulative privacy loss of at most (′, δ′)
with ′ = T and δ′ = δT after T steps 1. Our goal is to design bandit algorithm such that
their cumulative privacy loss (′, δ′) are as low as possible while achieving simultaneously
a very low regret. In practice, we would like ′ and the regret to be sub-linear while δ′
should be a very small quantity. Definition 2.2.3 formalizes clearly the meaning of this
cumulative privacy loss and for ease of presentation, we will ignore the term "cumulative"
when referring to it.
Definition 2.2.3 ((, δ)-differentially private bandit algorithm). A randomized bandit
algorithm Λ is (, δ)-differentially private up to round t, if for all r1:t−1 and r′1:t−1 that
differs in at most one round, we have for any action subset S ⊆ At:
PΛ(I1:t ∈ S | r1:t−1) ≤ δ + PΛ(I1:t ∈ S | r′1:t−1)e, (2.2.3)
where PΛ and r are as defined in Definition 2.2.2.
1This is due to the basic composition theorem of differential privacy in Theorem 3.1 from Dwork,
Rothblum, and Vadhan 2010.
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Chapter 3
Differential privacy in
multi-armed bandits
The following sections will outline the contributions of this thesis.
11
It rt
Pi Y X
t ∈ [T ]
Figure 3.1.1: Graphical model for the empirical and private means. It is the action of
the agent, while rt is the reward obtained, which is drawn from the bandit distribution
Pi. The vector of empirical means Y is then made into a private vector X which the
agent uses to select actions. The rewards are essentially hidden from the agent by the
differentially private mechanism.
3.1 How to achieve privacy in the stochastic bandit
problem
We developed three algorithms that are based on the non-private UCB (Auer, Cesa-
Bianchi, and Fischer 2002) algorithm. At each round t, UCB takes the best action
according to an optimistic estimate of the expected reward of each arm. This is the sum
of the empirical mean of the arm and an upper bound confidence equal to
√
2 log t
na,t
where
na,t is the number of times arm a has been played till round t. As this estimate is the only
quantity depending on the reward, it is enough to make it private to achieve differential
privacy (See Figure 3.1.1 for an illustration).
Our first algorithm (Tossou and Dimitrakakis 2016b) called DP-UCB-Bound shows
that by using the hybrid mechanism 1 (Chan, Shi, and Song 2010) to compute a private
version of the sum of rewards we can achieve -differential privacy with only a regret of
O(−1 log t · log2 log t) compared to a regret of O(log t) for the non private UCB.
Our second algorithm called DP-UCB builds on the first one and makes sure the
variance of the noise on the sum of rewards is the same for all arms. This is done by
adding a fake reward of 0 to all arms not played at round t; without increasing the number
of times they have been played. This simple modification is enough to get a better regret
of O(−1 log t · log log t).
Our next algorithm called DP-UCB-Int simply adds Laplace noise of appropriate
scale to the true empirical mean of each arm. However, it only updates this mean every
ft rounds where ft is a decreasing sequence. This algorithm achieves an optimal regret
(O(−1 + log t)) with only additive constant. A key idea in the proof is to see that when
we are not updating the reward we don’t suffer any privacy loss. Table 3.1.1 summarizes
our results in the stochastic case and also shows the improvement over the differentially
private UCB algorithm (called Private-UCB) presented by (Mishra and Thakurta 2015).
1an online algorithm that can compute the sum of a stream of number while preserving differential
privacy.
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Algorithms Privacy Regret
DP-UCB-Bound  O( log t·log
2 log t
 )
DP-UCB  O( log t·log log t )
DP-UCB-Int (, δ ≤ T−4) O(−1 + log t)
UCB None O(log t)
Private-UCB  O( log
3 t
 )
Table 3.1.1: Summary of our bound for the stochastic DP bandit
3.2 How to achieve privacy in the adversarial bandit
problem
We developed two algorithms for the oblivious adversarial case 2. While focusing on
oblivious adversaries, we discovered that by targeting differential privacy we can also
compete against the stronger m-bounded memory adaptive adversary.
Our algorithms are a variant of the EXP3 algorithm (Auer, Cesa-Bianchi, Freund, et al.
2003). EXP3 takes an action according to a discrete probability distribution proportional
to the exponential of the weight of each arm. This weight is the discounted sum of the
non biased rewards received by each arm.
Our first algorithm (DP-EXP3-Lap) shows that by simply adding a Laplace noise to
each reward (See Figure 3.2.1 for more details), we incur a regret of O(
√
T log T/) in the
oblivious case to achieve -differential privacy. This significantly improves on the previous
state of the art regret of O(T 2/3/) for the same -differential privacy.
Next, we observed that the EXP3 algorithm is an instance of the exponential mechanism
(McSherry and Talwar 2007) and as a result, is by itself differentially private. We then
improved its intrinsic privacy/regret trade-off by dividing the rounds into disjoint mini-
batches of size τ . The policy of EXP3 is updated only at the beginning of each mini-batch
by using the mean of the rewards received so far. So, for the remaining of the mini-batch
we play actions using the same policy obtained from the previous mini-batch (See Figure
3.2.2 for an illustration). This algorithm 3 called EXP3τ achieves an impressive privacy
loss of O(√log T ) for a regret of O(T 2/3) in the oblivious case. This regret and privacy
also hold against the stronger 1-memory bounded adversarial case.
3.3 Thompson Sampling for Stochastic Bandits with
Graph Feedback
Thompson Sampling maintains a distribution over the problem parameters (for example
the rewards of each arm in the multi-armed bandit problem). At each round, it selects an
2See section 2.1.2 for a definition of oblivious adversary.
3The algorithm is inspired from Dekel, Tewari, and Arora 2012.
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-1 ri,t 2.5
True Reward
ri,t ∈ [0, 1]
+
Lap( 1 )
-1 ri,t 2.5
clip
scaledFake Reward
r′i,t ∈ [0, 1]
Figure 3.2.1: Illustration of how DP-EXP3-Lap algorithm works. A Laplace noise of scale
1
 is added to the true reward ri,t. Then the result is clipped into a bounded interval before
being scaled to [0, 1]. This gives r′i,t which is used instead of ri,t.
T’ = 3
r1,4g1 r1,3
ﬁrst batch (arm 1) second batch ( arm 2) third batch (arm 1)
T = 12K = 3Batch size = 4
r’11
0.25*(r1,9 + r1,10 + r1,11 + r1,12)
r'
2,2 r'1,3
r1,2r1,1 r2,5 r2,6 r2,7 r2,8 r1,9 r1,10 r1,11 r1,12
0.25*(r1,1 + r1,2 + r1,3 + r1,4) 0.25*(r2,5 + r2,6 + r2,7 + r2,8)
Figure 3.2.2: Illustration of how the EXP3τ algorithm works. We have 12 rounds (T is
12) and there are grouped into 3 batches of size 4. The first 4 rewards in the first batch
are averaged and gives a reward r′1,1. Similarly for the remaining two batches giving the
rewards r′2,2 and r′1,3. EXP3τ only observe those 3 rewards (r′1,1 r′2,2 and r′1,3) and for
him, the number of rounds is 3.
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Algorithms Privacy Regret
DP-EXP3-Lap  O(
√
T logT
 )
EXP3τ
(O(√log T ), δ ≤ T−2) O(T 2/3)
EXP3 O(T ) O(√T )
Previous Best  O(T 2/3 )
Table 3.2.1: Summary of our bound for the oblivious DP bandit
arm according to the probability of its mean being the largest under this distribution. It
then observes a set of rewards which it uses to update its probability distribution over
the parameters.
We develop a simple extension to Thompson Sampling for multi-armed bandits with
side information, where choosing an action provides additional information for a subset
of the remaining actions. Formally, we assume the existence of an undirected graph
G = (V, E) 4 with vertices corresponding to arms. By taking an arm It ∈ V, not only
we receive the reward of the arm we played, but we also observe the rewards of all
neighbouring arms N It = { a′ ∈ V | (It, a′) ∈ E }. More precisely, at each round t we
observe Yt,a′ for all a′ ∈ N It , while our reward is still rt = R(Yt,It).
Our fist policy, called TS-N, simply updates the distribution of all arms observed
separately at each round. The second policy, called TS-MaxN, fully exploits the graphical
structure. For example, as noted by Caron et al. 2012, instead of doing exploration on
arm i we could explore an apparently better neighbour, which would give us the same
information. More precisely, instead of picking arm i, we pick the arm j ∈ Ni with the
best empirical mean. The intuition behind it is that, if we take any arm in Ni, we are
going to observe anyway the reward of i. So, it is always better to exploit the best arm in
Ni.
We then performed extensive experiments both with simulated and real-world graphs
and compared against similar algorithms built on top of UCB. Our main observation is
that TS-N even while not explicitly exploiting the full structure of the graph managed to
outperform UCB-MaxN that fully exploit the graph but uses UCB instead of Thompson
Sampling.
Finally, our theoretical results extend Russo and Roy 2016 to graph-structured feedback.
We thus obtain a problem-independent bound of O(
√
1
2χ(G)T ) for the Bayesian regret
defined in equation (2.1.2).
4This graph is not assumed to be fixed. It can change at every round. All our algorithms and analysis
apply to this case.
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Chapter 4
Concluding remarks
In this thesis, we introduced a definition of privacy for the multi-armed bandit problem.
Then, we presented various algorithms that can simultaneously minimise the regret and
privacy loss incurred.
More precisely, for the stochastic multi-armed bandit we developed three algorithms
on top of UCB. The first two (DP-UCB, DP-UCB-Bound) compute the sum of rewards
for each arm in a differentially private way using the Hybrid Mechanism. They only differ
in how they treat the arms that are not observed at each round. We show that their regret
already improves on the state-of-art for a given privacy loss . The third (DP-UCB-Int)
makes its output less dependent on individual rewards by updating the mean of each arm
less frequently. The frequency of updates is chosen such that the privacy loss and regret
are efficiently traded off.
In the oblivious adversarial case, our algorithms are built on top of EXP3. The first
(DP-EXP3-Lap) simply adds Laplace noise to the rewards before it is observed. We
show that this simple technique is already enough to achieve near-optimal regret (up to
logarithmic factors) for a given privacy loss. Finally, after observing that EXP3 is by itself
differential private albeit with a linear privacy loss, we presented a technique (EXP3τ )
that is sub-linear both in regret and privacy loss. The key idea is very similar to that
of DP-UCB-Int. We depend less on individual rewards by updating the parameters of
each arm less frequently. EXP3τ achieved this by dividing the rounds into disjoints sets.
Furthermore, each set is treated as a single big round in the sense that we only observe
one reward 1.
Finally, we built algorithms on top of Thompson Sampling that take advantage of the
side information available when each arm is played.
So far, we have built algorithms whose bounds improved on previous results in the
multi-armed bandit problem. However, a natural question is whether one can do better.
The best way to address it is to work on deriving a lower bound for differentially private
bandits algorithms. Another interesting future work is to check if one can re-use inherent
noise in Thompson Sampling to prove a differentially private bound. This would be
similar to how we re-use the noise in EXP3 to prove a privacy bound. Next, we would
1the mean of all rewards for the rounds in the set.
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like to extend the results obtained in this thesis to take into account correlation between
users (for example in the form of a social graph). This is a more realistic setting as many
users information are correlated, either through their friends or because they use multiple
devices. We could, for example, take these correlations into account by satisfying pufferfish
privacy (Kifer and Machanavajjhala 2014), a generalisation of differential privacy. Finally,
we would like to explore the feasibility of distributed and local algorithms that can achieve
privacy while taking into account those correlations. This looks like a very tough problem
and we can start by analysing what can actually be learned privately (Kasiviswanathan
et al. 2011).
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